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Abstract:

We consider how a benevolent regulator should regulate a polluting export industry when the
industry, having private information about its abatement efficiency, has an option to move its
operations abroad, with a type-dependent outside option rent. The paper focuses on the case
where outside option is negatively correlated with abatement efficiency, implying unilateral
incentives for overstating abatement efficiency. Because lump-sum taxation is ruled out, rent
will have a social cost which is also affected by foreign ownership to the industry. It is
demonstrated that optimal regulation calls for excessive pollution among the participating
types (relative to complete information), for the purpose of rent extraction, while types being
excluded are the ones with the higher outside option (the least efficient types). We also
demonstrate that with a higher foreign ownership share, the larger is the set of excluded
types, while overpollution should be reduced.
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1. Introduction

Increased international mobility of firms might create new problems for domestic

governments when trying to implement policies that interfere with firms’ ability to

make profits at home. Higher international mobility and tax competition between

countries impose a new set of restrictions on how to design tax systems. Furthermore,

domestic regulation of firms might also be affected by increased international mobility.

If a domestic government should want to impose, say, stricter environmental regulation

so as to cope with local pollution, firms that will be affected by regulation might argue

for exemption by threatening to move their operations abroad, where regulation is

softer. An option of switching location is a way to bypass domestic regulation.

However, it is reasonable to believe that a rational domestic government should not

respond with exemption from any domestic regulation to the industry’s exit threat, we

observe that the government now and then takes a rather weak position against such

threats, by deciding not to impose any regulations at all, which interfere with allocative

efficiency. (This will sometimes be an irrational response, and might be the outcome of

regulatory capture.) Tax competition between countries is another example that has

demonstrated that governments cannot impose tax rules without taking into account the

exit threats put forth by mobile firms in response to unfavourable tax rules.

In this paper we want to analyse the scope of a benevolent regulator or government in

designing a domestic environmental policy, when the polluters are threatening to move

their operations abroad. We will consider this issue within a context where an export

industry located in a country, is producing some local pollution. When social costs are

to be internalized, e.g. through levying taxes, the harmed industry has the option of

complying with the domestic regulation or set up a new plant within a jurisdiction with

softer regulation. During the last decade this has been a common observation in many

countries. Due to lower mobility costs, firms with highly mobile capital, have been

exempted from higher taxes as the governments have regarded these threats as credible

as well as exit itself has been considered undesirable.

The main focus of the paper is the design of optimal environmental regulation of some

industry generating a negative externality through local or domestic pollution, within a

context of asymmetric information, with respect to the industry’s emission technology

as well as the ability to exit, as measured by the cost of mobility or cost of relocating.

The paper owes a lot to previous papers analysing various aspects of environmental
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regulation under asymmetric information; e.g. Baron (1985a,b), Lewis (1996), Roberts

and Spence (1976) and Spulber (1988). The industry, which we for simplicity will

regard as a single economic agent, has an option to operate in a completely unregulated

jurisdiction, after having incurred some exit or set-up cost. But because this cost is

assumed to be private information as it is type-dependent, the reservation utility or

participation constraint will be type-dependent as well. (See Laffont and Tirole (1990),

Maggi & Rodríguez-Clare (1995), Jullien (1999) and Curien et al. (1998) for more on

regulation with type-dependent reservation utility.)

The impact of environmental policies on plant location has been analysed by several

authors; e.g. Motta and Thisse (1994) and Hoel (1997), for an imperfectly competitive

environment and symmetric information within a two-country, two-firm, one-

commodity context. For instance, Motta and Thisse show that the structure of the fixed

set-up costs will have major implications for the possible delocation of the home firm

when the domestic government imposes a strict environmental policy. Hoel analyses a

two-stage game for an environment with local pollution (as in the present paper), where

each government first decides on a set of emission taxes, whereas the firms in the

second stage of the game decide where to locate. These papers are more or less

discussing the impact of  ”environmental dumping” as an instrument to attract foreign

investments, within an imperfect environment, but with symmetric information. The

present paper takes the opposite view as the aim is to design environmental policy rules

under asymmetric information both about emission technology (which has been

analysed by Laffont (1994) and others) as well as about the outside option, due to

private information about the mobility cost. In addition we analyse the role of foreign

ownership to the industry and ask in what way foreign ownership will affect domestic

environmental regulation. In Vislie (1999) the role of foreign ownership is analyzed, but

with no outside option. It is demonstrated that foreign ownership will have an impact on

domestic environmental regulation under asymmetric information about emission

technology, even when domestic taxation is non-distortive. The more of the industry

that is owned by foreigners, the higher is the welfare cost of rent, which makes rent

extraction more important. Because foreigners’ rent does not enter the objective

function of the home government, rent extraction now calls for larger distortions from

first best, so that less pollution abatement should be induced. A similar distortion will

appear when the firm has an option to relocate, but now we show that, if exit should be
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socially desirable, some of the least efficient types (i.e. the ones with the higher outside

option) should be induced to move.

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we present the basic framework of the

model with an industry located in a country, producing a fixed output sold solely for

export. A by-product of the activity is generation of local pollution, which (prior to

abatement) is proportional to output. Even though we assume a fixed relationship

between primary discharges and output, this relationship is modified by the industry

when undertaking non-verifiable abatement. To focus merely on environmental

regulation, we impose a strong assumption that output is fixed which might of course be

too restrictive, but it helps making the model tractable. The industry is owned partly by

domestic citizens, with an exogenously given ownership share, and the government’s

objective is to maximize the sum of consumers’ (or tax-payers’) surplus and the share of

rent accruing to domestic owners of the industry. First-best allocation, which is a

benchmark solution, is derived. In section 3 we analyse the more interesting problem

when the industry has private information about emission technology and reservation

utility (due to private information about the exit cost), which plays the role as an outside

option. The type-dependent reservation utility, which is the rent the industry can

achieve by choosing the exit option, is assumed to be negatively correlated with

abatement efficiency, in the sense that a dirty industry can relocate at a lower cost than a

clean industry. This assumption is of course only one of many possibilities, but helps us

to reduce the equilibrium set, as there are no countervailing incentives. Hence we can

focus merely on what types should be excluded, by making use of standard techniques.

When efficiency and outside option are negatively correlated, we show that ownership

structure will matter under asymmetric information, both with regard to the distortions

being imposed for the purpose of rent extraction, and to the extent of types that should

be induced to relocate. We also show how the optimal solution can be implemented

through a Pigovian tax. Section 4 concludes.
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2. The model

Consider an export industry (regarded as a single economic agent) located in a country,

called the home country. The good produced by the industry is fully exported (no

domestic consumption), and the industry is by assumption owned by domestic citizens,

with an exogenous ownership share α∈[0, 1]. To focus on environmental regulation

alone, we will assume that the industry is committed to produce a given amount of the

output, y0, normalised to one. Net revenue from exporting one unit of the output is π0.

Along with the given level of output, primary discharges (”gross emission”) are

generated. We assume that primary discharges are proportional to output, with a factor

of proportionality θ, with θ being a continuous one-dimensional technology parameter,

known only by the industry, with a type space Θ = [ θθ , ]. Hence, θ denotes the amount

of primary discharges (prior to abatement) produced by a θ-industry. The lower θ is, the

cleaner is the industry’s technology, as the level of emissions per unit output, prior to

abatement, is smaller. Net emissions, denoted x, will be equal to the difference between

the amount of primary discharges θ and pollution abatement A := θ − x. Although a

fixed relationship between the level of primary discharges and output is assumed, the

final level of net emissions can be modified through costly, but unverifiable, pollution

abatement. Let the cost of abatement be v(A) which is thrice continuously

differentiable, strictly increasing and strictly convex for any positive value of A, with

v(0) = v′(0) = 0. (We also assume v ′′′ (A) ≥ 0.) The social damage or domestic

environmental cost caused by net emissions is given by the function D(x) which is twice

continuously differentiable, strictly increasing and strictly convex for any x > 0, with

D(0) = D′(0) = 0. The pollution is local or country-specific.

Because we want to analyse optimal environmental regulation under asymmetric

information when the industry threatens to move its operations abroad if domestic

regulation becomes too unfavourable according to the industry owners, we have to

specify the industry’s options. We make a strong assumption that if the industry chooses

to close down its domestic plants and move its operations to another location, the

regulation within the new jurisdiction is extremely favourable to the industry, as no

regulation will be imposed. Relocation is then due to environmental dumping by some

other government as the home country imposes too strict environmental regulation,

from the industry’s point of view. Then if moving abroad, the industry will capture its
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maximal profit π0, but will have to incur a type-dependent exit or set-up cost c(η),

where η is a parameter indicating the industry’s ability to switch location. This mobility

cost is normally private information and can be seen to capture the cost disadvantage

from operating abroad rather than at home. In order to see the impact of such an outside

option, we make another strong assumption by restricting the dimension of the type

space. We assume that η = θ; hence ability to switch location is perfectly correlated

with the efficiency in emission technology. (A natural extension of the problem is to

analyse the general contracting problem with multi-dimensional type space; cf. the

approach developed by Armstrong (1999) and Armstrong and Rochet (1999). However,

at the present stage we want to avoid these complications.) If choosing a new location,

the industry has a rent or net utility as given by

(1) Uout = π0 − c(η) := R(η), where η = θ

We assume that R(θ) > 0 for any θ∈Θ. The domestic government does not tax the net

profit earned by the industry when operating within the new jurisdiction. We assume

c(⋅) to be twice continuously differentiable in θ, and c′(θ) < 0, so that R(θ) is strictly

increasing in θ. (One justification for this R-function might be that a clean industry has

to make use of some specific factors not required by a dirty one, implying that the cost

of switching location will be higher the smaller is θ. If 0)( >′ θc , then there might be

countervailing incentives, and as demonstrated by Jullien (op.cit.), it becomes a bit

harder to derive a solution.)

If the industry finds it more attractive to stick to its original location, where some

regulation is imposed, including paying taxes (which will be type-dependent) and

complying with environmental regulation, net utility or rent is

(2) Uin = π0 − v(θ − x) − T

where T is the amount of taxes paid to the domestic government, when producing one

unit of the output for export with net emissions x.
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The consumers’ or tax-payers’ surplus will also depend on whether the firm will stay or

move. We rule out lump-sum taxation. Hence any tax revenue collected from the

industry has a social value (1 + m)T, where m is a positive shadow cost of public fund.

When the industry chooses to stay, generating local pollution x with a social cost D(x),

while paying taxes T, the consumers’ surplus becomes CSin = (1 + m)T − D(x).

On the other hand, if the industry chooses to exit, so that no local pollution is generated

and no tax revenue is collected, consumers’ surplus will vanish, with CSout = 0.

We let the welfare measure be the sum of consumers’ (or tax-payers’) surplus and the

domestic share of the industry’s net utility or rent. Let the ”tax-adjusted” welfare weight

put on rent be γ := 1 + m − α > 0. We then have

(3-i) Win = CSin + αUin = (1 + m)[π0 − v(θ − x)] − D(x) − γUin := S(θ, x) − γUin

When the industry chooses to stay, welfare consists of the social value of profits (net of

abatement cost), environmental cost and the weighted social cost of rent left to the

industry. Given our assumptions, Win is concave in (x, U), with the following property

of the first-order derivative Sx(θ, x) = (1 + m)v′(θ − x) − D′(x), which is positive

(negative) for x = 0 (for x = θ, respectively).

If the industry chooses to relocate, welfare becomes the domestic share of rent obtained

from operations abroad

(3-ii) Wout = CSout + αUout = αR(θ)

When information is complete and symmetric, maximal welfare W* will be determined

from

(4) W* = Max {αR(θ), Maxx,U [S(θ, x) − γU | U = Uin ≥ R(θ)]}
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Define x*(θ) = argmax x∈[0, θ] {S(θ, x) − γR}∈(0, θ), and suppose that for any θ∈Θ, we

have S(θ, x*) − γR(θ) > αR(θ), or equivalently, v(θ − x*) + 
m

xD

+1

)( *

 < c(θ), saying that

minimised sum of abatement cost and (the private value of) environmental cost is below

the private cost of relocating for any type of the industry. In that case, no relocation

should be induced under complete information, under which no rent above R should be

offered to the industry.

(According to our assumptions we easily see that for any type θ, the level of net

emissions x* that will minimise total social cost {D(x) + (1 + m) v(θ − x)}will be in the

open interval (0, θ).) The first-best solution can then be summarised in the following

proposition:

Proposition 1. Given our assumptions, the optimal allocation under complete

information {x*, U*, W*, ∀θ∈Θ} is characterised by

(5-i) (1 + m)v′(θ − x*) − D′(x*) = 0

(5-ii) U*(θ) = R(θ)

(5-iii) W*(θ) = S(θ, x*(θ)) − γR(θ) > αR(θ) ⇔ 
m

xD

+1

)( *

 + v(θ − x*) < c(θ)

telling (in a familiar way) that net emissions should be set so that social marginal

abatement cost equals marginal environmental cost (cost efficiency), no rent above the

value of the outside option should be offered to the industry, while social welfare

produced by an industry operating at home exceeds (by assumption) the social value of

the outside option. Hence, irrespective of type, full participation should be induced

under complete information. We also note that first-best pollution is independent of

ownership structure, as measured by α, with the emission path x*(⋅) being increasing in

θ. We observe directly from (5-i), when using that social cost {(1 + m)v(θ − x) + D(x)}

is strictly convex in x, that )1,0(
)1(

)1()(*

∈
′′+′′+

′′+
=

Dvm

vm

d

dx

θ
θ

. Hence abatement under

complete information, A*(θ) = θ − x*(θ), should itself be increasing in θ, making it

socially desirable to get a clean industry to abate less than a dirty one. Furthermore,

pollution will be higher, the more distortive is domestic taxation (i.e. the higher m is).
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At last, given our assumptions, maximal social welfare W*(θ), which will be higher the

more of the industry is owned by domestic citizens, will be declining in θ; as seen from

(6)  
θ

θ
d

dW )(*

= − (1 + m)v′(θ − x*(θ)) − γR′(θ)

(Due to (6) we guess that if some industry types should be induced to relocate, we find

these among the least efficient ones.) This first-best allocation can be implemented by

imposing a Pigovian or pollution tax τ(x) = 
m

xD

+1

)(
 along with some fixed transfer so that

no rent above R is left to the owners of the industry.

Let us have this first-best solution as a benchmark when turning to asymmetric

information about the emission technology, when the industry has an outside option,

which is increasing in θ. As relocation is possible, the industry has a bypass

opportunity, which should be taken into account by the regulator when designing the

regulatory scheme under asymmetric information. The bypass opportunity follows from

the assumption that some countries practice environmental dumping, with no

environmental (or any other) kind of intervention. Our main focus is to see how

domestic environmental regulation will be affected by private information about the

emission technology, combined with a type-dependent increasing reservation utility, as

well as ownership structure.

3. Optimal regulation under asymmetric information and increasing outside option

Suppose that the industry is privately informed about the parameter θ, which is related

both to emission technology and to the outside option. Because output is fixed, the

model will be a slight modification of the single-product regulation model developed by

Laffont and Tirole (1993; chapt. 1). We assume that net emissions are verifiable, but

that abatement as well as abatement cost is not. The interesting aspect of the model, is

the inclusion of an outside option, making the industry’s reservation utility type-

dependent. The main issue to be focused upon is how this outside option, along with

ownership structure, will affect optimal regulation with a privately informed industry. It

is expected that full participation, as was imposed under complete information, will not
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necessarily carry over to the present situation. (As noted by many authors,

underparticipation is a common feature in many adverse selection models.) Hence, the

regulator might induce some types to leave, and a conjecture when R is increasing, is

that if exclusion should be desired, then a subset of the least efficient types should

relocate.

The regulator does not know the industry’s type, but has prior beliefs, which are

common knowledge, given by the strictly increasing and twice continuously

differentiable cumulative distribution function F(θ), with density  f(θ) > 0 on the fixed

support Θ = [ θθ , ], satisfying the property of log-concavity of F, so that the following

property holds:

Monotone hazard rate (MHR): 0)
)(

)(
( ≥

θ
θ

θ f

F

d

d

The regulator knows that the industry will take advantage of its private information to

capture a socially costly rent when it chooses not to move its operations abroad. To

counteract the incentives for misrepresentation, the regulator will in general offer a set

of contracts that is distorted relative to what would have been offered under complete

information, so as to extract costly rent from the industry. The problem is therefore to

design a mechanism so that the industry will reveal its private information at the lowest

possible cost to society. According to the revelation principle, any mechanism can be

represented by a direct revelation mechanism, where the industry is asked to report its

type. The regulator is, by assumption, able to design (and commit to) a mechanism so as

to induce truthtelling.

Let the set of types being induced to continue the operations at home be Ξ ⊆ Θ. Keep

this set fixed for a moment, later it will be determined as part of the optimal solution.

For any θ, the regulator offers a pair {T(θ̂ ), x(θ̂ )}, i.e. a transfer and net emissions for

any report θ̂  of the industry’s type.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for incentive compatibility, i.e. U(θ) := u(θ, θ) ≥

u(θ , )θ̂ := π0 − v(θ − x(θ̂ )) − T(θ̂ ), ∀( θθ ˆ, ) are:
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(7-i)  ))((
)(

θθ
θ
θ

xv
d

dU
−′−= ; (first-order condition for local optimality)

(7-ii) x(θ) non-decreasing; (second-order condition or monotonicity)

as long as U(θ) ≥ R(θ) ∀θ∈Ξ. (Types that refuse the offer put forth by the regulator will

move abroad. Let the complementary set, possibly empty including types that relocate,

be Σ.)

We have established that the two conditions in (7) will hold as long as U(θ) ≥ R(θ). In

general, the mechanism will have to take account of the interaction between the

incentive constraint (IC) and the participation constraint (PC) when the latter is type-

dependent. The mechanism for types in Ξ has to obey U(θ) ≥ Max {R(θ), u( )ˆ,θθ } for

any pair { θθ ˆ, } when θθ =ˆ .

Substituting for T, we can formulate the regulator’s problem as maximising expected

welfare subject to the incentive compatibility constraint, the participation constraint, and

the set of types that should remain staying at home:

[RP]

Max x(⋅),Ξ ∫
Ξ

− θθθγθθ dfUxS )()]())(,([  + α ∫
Σ

θθθ dfR )()(

s.t.

θ
θ

d

dU )(
 = − v′(θ − x(θ))

x(θ) non-decreasing; x∈[0, θ]

U(θ) ≥ R(θ), when (IC) binds

U(θ) = R(θ), when (PC) is binding

U(θ) continuous on Θ, with Ξ⊆Θ

Because R(θ) is assumed strictly increasing, whereas U itself is decreasing when IC

binds, we expect that if some types are to be excluded, these will be found in the upper

part of the distribution; hence our conjecture is that θξ ,(=Σ ] where ξ ≥ θ .
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With an increasing outside option, we can immediately establish that the first-best

solution cannot be implemented under incomplete information. Any industry with θ

strictly below θ , will find it profitable to take the first-best contract, if offered, designed

for the θ -type, and thereby achieve an informational rent, as given by

u(θ, )θ = R(θ ) + v( ))(())( ** θθθθ xvx −−−  > R( )θ = Max θ∈Θ{R(θ)}.

Hence, when R(θ) is increasing, the industry has an overall incentive to overstate its

type. To induce truthtelling, rent offered to any type in the set Ξ, must be modified,

which is embodied in the state equation (7-i). Because rent required for truth-telling,

U(θ), should be declining in θ, the participation constraint, U(ξ) ≥ R(ξ) which normally

holds with equality in the optimal solution, will, among the types that participate, bind

only for one type. (For types that relocate, we trivially have U = R.)

Keep for a moment the upper bound ξ in the set Ξ fixed, and define the value function

for the active types as V(ξ, R(ξ)),

[RP-ΞΞ]

V(ξ, R(ξ)) := Max x ∫ −
ξ

θ

θθθγθθ dfUxS )()]())(,([

s.t., for any θ ∈ Ξ = [ ξθ , ]

))((
)(

θθ
θ
θ

xv
d

dU
−′−=

U(θ) ≥ R(θ), x∈[0, θ] and x(θ) non-decreasing

The control variable is x whereas U is the state variable of the problem. Let λ(θ) be the

costate variable of the state equation. Furthermore, q and Q are non-negative multipliers

associated with the constraints on the control region; x ≥ 0, and x ≤ θ, respectively. (We

ignore for a moment the monotonicity constraint on x; later additional restrictions are

imposed so that the proposed candidate will satisfy this constraint.) The Hamiltonian is

then

(8)  H(θ, x, U, λ) = {S(θ, x) − γU}f(θ) − λv′(θ − x)
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where S(θ, x) = (1 + m)[π0 − v(θ − x)] − D(x), and the Lagrangean defined as

(9) L(θ, x, U, λ, q, Q) = H(θ, x, U, λ) + qx − Q(x − θ)

Necessary conditions for ( Ux ˆ,ˆ ) to solve the modified problem, are: For any θ∈Ξ,

(10-i)
x

QqUxL

∂
∂ ),,,ˆ,ˆ,( λθ

 = Sx(θ, )x̂ f(θ) + λ(θ)v″(θ − x̂ ) + q − Q = 0

(10-ii) q ≥ 0 (= 0 if x̂  > 0); Q ≥ 0 (= 0 if x̂ < θ)

(10-iii) =
θ
θλ

d

d )(
γf(θ) ⇒ λ(θ) = γF(θ) + k

We can immediately establish that because R is increasing in θ while U is decreasing,

with U(θ) ≥ R(θ), the pure state constraint can be expressed as U(ξ) ≥ R(ξ), which must

hold with equality for the optimal solution; hence k = 0 as U( )() θθ R> . (If we

furthermore assume v″(0) to be sufficiently small and/or D′(θ) being sufficiently high

for any θ, it can easily be shown that x̂ ∈(0, θ) for any θ∈Ξ; hence q = Q = 0.) Then the

optimal emission profile )(ˆ θx  has to obey the following condition:

(11) (1 + m)v′(θ − ))(ˆ θx − D′( 0))(ˆ(
)(

)(
))(ˆ =−′′+ θθ

θ
θ

γθ xv
f

F
x

This condition reflects the familiar trade-off between allocative inefficiency and rent

extraction. To reduce rent to types that will benefit from misrepresenting their true type

(i.e. for types having low values of θ), the regulator will induce higher net emissions (as

compared to first best) so as to make it less profitable for the cleaner types to take

advantage of their superior abatement technology. (When increasing x, the slope of the

rent function U is increased or becomes less negative.) The last term in (11), which is a

non-negative incentive correction term, captures the impact on reduced expected rent

(for all types below θ), from allowing a θ-type to pollute marginally more. (As usual,

there is no distortion for the most efficient type (θ ).) Note that because we have

assumed x̂  to be in the interior of the control region, and that the Hamiltonian is strictly
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concave in x, the path )(ˆ θx  will be the unique solution to [RP-Ξ], if that path is non-

decreasing on Ξ as well. We can express (11) as 0
)(

)(

))(ˆ(

))(ˆ,(
=+

−′′ θ
θ

γ
θθ
θθ

f

F

xv

xS x . Due to

strict concavity we have 0)
)(

),(
( <

−′′∂
∂

xv

xS

x
x

θ
θ

, and with the imposed restrictions on the v-

function we have .0)
)(

),(
( >

−′′∂
∂

xv

xS x

θ
θ

θ
 These properties combined with MHR will then

be sufficient for the emission path being increasing in θ, and therefore obey the

monotonicity constraint (7-ii). We therefore have:

Proposition 2. Given our assumptions, the emission path implicitly determined in (11),

with the associated rent obeying (7-i), will for an arbitrary participation set Ξ⊆Θ, be

the unique optimal separating solution to the regulation problem with outside option

being increasing in θ.

Before turning to the optimal cut-off, let us point out that the second-best optimal

emission path will depend on ownership regime, through the impact of α on the welfare

cost of rent, γ. In the previous section we have established that optimal pollution under

complete information was independent of ownership structure. This ”irrelevance of

ownership regime” does not carry over to incomplete information. The more of the

industry that is owned by foreigners (i.e. the smaller α is), the higher is the welfare cost

of rent, γ, which cet.par., makes rent extraction more important, as foreigners’ rent does

not enter the objective function. The implication is then that less pollution abatement

should be induced (leading to excessive pollution for those types that do not relocate),

the more of the industry is owned by foreigners; cf. Laffont (1996):

Corollary 1. Environmental regulation under incomplete information is affected by

ownership regime, through the impact of the foreign ownership share on the welfare

cost of rent. Even if domestic taxation is non-distortive, foreign ownership alone will

make some deviations from first best socially desirable. When information is complete,

ownership was shown to be irrelevant.
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Let us now turn to the issue of finding the optimal cut-off type ξ. When going back to

[RP], and when making use of the value function of the modified problem, the optimal

cut-off type is determined from solving the following problem:

Optimal Cut-off:     Max ξ∈Θ {V(ξ, R(ξ)) + α ∫
θ

ξ

θθθ dfR )()(  := w(ξ)}

In order to find the upper bound of the set of participating types Ξ, let us use some

sensitivity results from Seierstad and Sydsæter (1987; Theorem 9, chapter 3). They

establish that:

(12-i) ))(),(ˆ),(ˆ,(
))(,(

ξλξξξ
ξ

ξξ
UxH

RV
=

∂
∂

(12-ii) )(
)(

))(,(
ξλ

ξ
ξξ

−=
∂

∂
R

RV

Hence to find the optimal cut-off type, we have to consider

ξd

dw
 = {(1 + m)[π0 − v(ξ − )(ˆ ξx )] − D( ))(ˆ ξx − γR(ξ)}f(ξ)

(13) − γF(ξ)v′(ξ − )(ˆ ξx ) − γF(ξ)R′(ξ) − αR(ξ)f(ξ)

        =  [S(ξ, )()()]()()()([)())](ˆ(
)(

)(
))(ˆ ξξαξξξξγξξξ

ξ
ξ

γξ fRfRFRfxv
f

F
x −+′−−′−

We claim that ξ > θ . If not, the following must be true: S( ))(ˆ, θθ x − γR(θ ) − αR(θ ) =

S( ))(ˆ, θθ x − (1 + m)R(θ )  ≤ 0, as x*(θ ) = θ(x̂ ). This contradicts (5-iii); hence we have

ξ > θ , and at least a subset of the most efficient types should be induced to continue

production at home.

The optimal cut-off type ξ̂  is therefore found as the solution to
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)ˆ(

1

ξf ξ
ξ

d

dw )ˆ(
 = 0)ˆ()1()]ˆ()ˆ(ˆˆ([

)ˆ(

)ˆ(
))ˆ(ˆ,ˆ( ≥+−′+−′− ξξξξ

ξ
ξ

γξξ RmRxv
f

F
xS

(13)’

with 0=
ξd

dw
 if  <θ ξ̂  < θ  and 0≥

ξd

dw
 if ξ̂  = θ

From the definitions of R and γ, the expression in (13)’ can be written as

)]}ˆ())ˆ(ˆˆ([
)ˆ(

)ˆ(

1

1

1

))ˆ(ˆ(
))ˆ(ˆˆ()ˆ(){1(

)ˆ(

)ˆ(

1
ξξξ

ξ
ξαξ

ξξξ
ξ
ξ

ξ
cxv

f

F

m

m

m

xD
xvcm

d

dw

f
′−−′

+
−+

−
+

−−−+=

Due to the full participation-condition under complete information, (5-iii), we

established that θξ >ˆ . Whether full participation will carry over when information is

incomplete, depends on comparing the private cost of relocation c on the one hand to

the sum of abatement cost, the (private) cost of pollution and the inframarginal increase

in expected rent from including ”one more type” in the set Ξ, on the other. If the planner

considers to include ”one more type” into the set Ξ, there is a cost saving c, as no

relocation takes place, which has to be balanced against the sum of the higher total cost

of pollution and the expected increase in rent from including ”one more type”.

If social cost of pollution; D(x) + (1 + m)v(θ − x), is highly convex in x, rent extraction

is accomplished by inducing a ”large” reduction in pollution abatement or inducing a

substantial increase in pollution. In that case it seems likely that it will be socially

desirable to exclude types in a nondegenerate interval θξ ,ˆ( ]. On the other hand, if c is

high and slowly declining, with m small and α being close to one, then it is expected

that full participation should be wanted even under incomplete information. We

therefore have, given that w is strictly concave in ξ:

),(ˆ θθξ ∈  iff )]())(ˆ([
)(

1

1

1

1

))(ˆ(
))(ˆ()( θθθ

θ
αθ

θθθ cxv
fm

m

m

xD
xvc ′−−′

+
−+

+
+

+−<

θξ =ˆ  if the inequality sign above is reversed, and no exclusion
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When using that w is strictly concave in ξ, with the cut-off type in the interior of Θ, it

can be verified that a smaller domestic ownership share α, which makes γ higher, will

expand the set Σ; i.e. more types should be excluded. The main results of this section

are summarised in the next proposition:

Proposition 3. With asymmetric information about primary discharges, θ, with the

outside option profile R(θ) being increasing in θ, and for some given domestic

ownership share α, the second-best optimal allocation }ˆ),(ˆ),(ˆ{ ξθθ Ux is characterised

by: For any type being induced to stay, i.e. for any θ ∈ [ ξθ ˆ, ], net emissions, rent,

along with the marginal type ξ̂ ],( θθ∈ , as well as expected welfare, will obey:

(14-i) (1 + m)v′(θ − 0))(ˆ(
)(

)(
))(ˆ())(ˆ =−′′+′− θθ

θ
θ

γθθ xv
f

F
xDx

(14-ii) ∫ −′+=
ξ

θ

θθθξθ
ˆ

~
))

~
(ˆ

~
()ˆ()(ˆ dxvRU , with θξθθθ ,ˆ(),()(ˆ ∈∀= RU ]

(14-iii)     0)]ˆ())ˆ(ˆˆ([
)ˆ(

)ˆ(

1

1

1

))ˆ(ˆ(
))ˆ(ˆˆ()ˆ( ≥′−−′

+
−+

−
+

−−− ξξξ
ξ
ξαξ

ξξξ cxv
f

F

m

m

m

xD
xvc

(14-iv)  EW = ∫ ∫+−−′−
ξ

θ

θ

ξ

θθθαξξγθθθθ
θ
θ

γθθ
ˆ

ˆ

)()()ˆ()ˆ()())](ˆ(
)(

)(
))(ˆ,([ dfRFRdfxv

f

F
xS

We also have the following result relating net emissions and participation to foreign

ownership:

Corollary 2. A higher foreign ownership share will induce the participating types of the

industry to undertake less pollution abatement (more overpollution) as compared to

first best, but the set of types that will be excluded, Σ, will increase.

The solution in proposition 3 can be implemented by a non-linear Pigovian tax t(x),

which can be derived from (14-i,iii). Due to our assumptions, )(ˆ θx  will be strictly
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increasing in θ for any θ∈Ξ. We can then consider its inverse )ˆ(xθ , which is also

strictly increasing. Suppose that some of the least efficient types are induced to leave,

with .ˆ θξ <  Let xx =)(ˆ θ and .)ˆ(ˆ xx =ξ  The pollution tax as specified in (15) will then

implement the second-best optimum

(15) t(x) = ∫ +−′′+
+

x

x

xdyyyvyxD
m

)())(()()({
1

1
γφθφγ [ ))(())(( xRxxv θθ ′+−′ ]} 

We have defined 
))((

))((
)(

yf

yF
y

θ
θ

φ ≡ , which is increasing in y, according to MHR, with

0)( =xφ . Because the marginal type ξ̂  is left with a rent exactly equal to its outside

option, U( ≡)ξ̂ u( ))ˆ(ˆ,ˆ ξξ x = π0 − v( )ˆ()ˆ())ˆ(ˆ())ˆ(ˆˆ 0 ξπξξξξ cRxtx −==−− , we can

rewrite the tax function in (15) to become

(15)’ 0))(()(
11

)(
)( tdyyyvy

mm

xD
xt

x

x

+−′′
+

+
+

= ∫ θφ
γ

 0),(
11

)(
txxh

mm

xD
+

+
+

+
≡

γ

where )))ˆ(ˆˆ(
1

))ˆ(ˆ(
()ˆ(0 ξξ

ξ
ξ xv

m

xD
ct −+

+
−= > 0, is the difference between the relocation

cost for the marginal type and sum of cost of pollution (privately valued) and abatement

cost for this type. The sign of t0 follows directly if ),(ˆ θθξ ∈ .

The function h(x, )x , which is the integral term in (15)’, is a correction term which is

imposed so as to provide correct incentives for the industry when deciding on the

amount of pollution abatement. This term captures the expected gain some type

θ∈[ )ˆ,ξθ  would have achieved by misrepresenting its true type (by taking advantage of

its superior technology). Because rent has a social cost, this cost is internalised in the

tax function, and will therefore be borne by the industry. It is seen that h( xx, ) = 0 and

,0
),(

≤
∂

∂
x

xxh
 with equality only for x = .x  Hence, the optimal pollution tax for some

emission level x, consists of a fixed, type-independent part, t0, and a variable part,

consisting of the sum of two terms: the private valuation of the environmental cost from
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discharging x, and a term, which is declining in x, capturing the expected increase in

rent from higher net emissions. The constant term is fixed so as to get the socially

optimal separation of types between staying and leaving.

Faced with this tax scheme, an industry type θ below the marginal type ( ξ̂ ), will choose

net emissions (or pollution abatement) so as to minimise {v(θ − x) + t(x)}. When being

offered this tax scheme, any type with abatement technology in the set =Ξ [ ,θ  ξ̂ ], will

prefer not to relocate, because Uin for these types will not fall below the outside option.

Cost minimization yields: =−′ )ˆ( xv θ t′( ),ˆ)ˆ((
))ˆ((

))ˆ((

11

)ˆ(
)ˆ xxv

xf

xF

mm

xD
x −′′

+
−

+
′

= θ
θ
θγ

which

reproduces (14-i). On the other hand, types in the set Σ = ( θξ ,ˆ ], when facing this tax

scheme, will choose the socially optimal decision; i.e. exit, because for these types we

have R(θ) = Max{R(θ), maxx[π0 − v(θ − x) − t(x)]}, which makes relocation the

privately optimal choice.

In order to extract rent, we have seen that less pollution abatement should be undertaken

as compared to what would have been optimal under complete information. This

distortion is accomplished by imposing a marginal pollution tax below what would have

been imposed under complete information. The marginal pollution tax (in social terms)

of the optimal tax scheme, is (1 + m)t′(x) = D′(x) + γ
x

xxh

∂
∂ ),(

 ≤ D′(x). Hence the

marginal price for discharges is below the direct social marginal damage, with equality

only for the most efficient type in the set Ξ. The correction term γ
x

xxh

∂
∂ ),(

 is seen to be

smaller in absolute value, the less distortive is domestic taxation and the more of the

industry that is owned by domestic citizens.

4. Conclusions

We have characterised optimal environmental regulation of an exporting industry whose

outside option is negatively correlated with abatement efficiency. The main issues have

been to see the impact on local pollution as well as participation of foreign ownership

and the presence of an increasing outside option. Because outside option is supposed to
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be negatively correlated with abatement efficiency, standard techniques can be used, as

the dominating incentive for the industry is to overstate the true efficiency. Because rent

has a social cost, which is higher the higher is foreign ownership share, rent extraction

is accomplished by inducing less pollution abatement as compared to complete

information. We have demonstrated that if total cost of pollution is sufficiently convex,

exit of a subset of the least efficient types becomes more likely, and even more likely

the more of the industry is owned by foreigners. Furthermore, the higher is foreign

ownership share, the more important is rent extraction, which calls for more pollution

than what would have been realised for a lower foreign ownership share.

A further step in analyzing the relationship between environmental regulation, foreign

ownership and outside option will be to allow for positive correlation between

efficiency and outside option. This will normally create countervailing incentives, with

exclusion of types not necessarily in the upper part of the distribution. As demonstrated

by Jullien (op.cit.), the curvature of the outside option-profile will then play an

important role both with regard to the direction of allocative distortions and the set of

types that should be induced to relocate.
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